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have got

 Make questions with have got. Then write short 
answers. 

Alex/an MP3 player? (7)

A:	 Has Alex got an MP3 player?
B:	 No, he hasn’t.
1	 you/a microwave? (7)

	 A:	 _______________________________________

	 B:	 _______________________________________

2	 Sarah/a credit card? (3)

	 A:	 _______________________________________

	 B:	 _______________________________________

3	 your parents/a big garden? (7)

	 A:	 _______________________________________

	 B:	 _______________________________________

4	 we/any biscuits? (3)

	 A:	 _______________________________________

	 B:	 _______________________________________

5	 the dog/any food? (3)

	 A:	 _______________________________________

	 B:	 _______________________________________

Past Simple

 a Write the Past Simple form of the verbs.

have   had  6 produce __________

1	 decide __________ 7 start __________

2	 eat __________ 8 stay __________

3	 go __________ 9 stop __________

4	 leave __________ 10 want __________

5	 meet __________ 11 work __________

 b Complete the text with the Past Simple form of 
the verbs in exercise 7a. Use each verb once.

My father was only sixteen when he left school. He 
(1) _________ (not) to study at university because  
he wanted money, so he (2) _________ in a factory 
for five years. Then he (3) _________ work and  
(4) _________ to travel and see some of the world. 
He (5) _________ to India and he (6) _________ 
there for ten years. He (7) _________ my mother, 
they got married and came back to England, 
where they (8) _________ a business – an Indian 
restaurant. A lot of people (9) _________ in their 
restaurant and liked the food. After a few years 
my parents (10) _________ Indian food in cans for 
supermarkets and this was very popular. I was very 
happy when I was a child – with loving parents and 
lots of money! (11) _________ you _________ a 
happy time when you were a child?

6
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 c Correct the sentences about the text.

The writer’s father left school when he was fourteen.

He didn’t leave school when he was fourteen. He 
left school when he was sixteen.
1	 He wanted to study at university.

	 _________________________________________

	 _________________________________________

2	 He stayed at the factory for ten years.

	 _________________________________________

	 _________________________________________

3	 He married a woman in Africa.

	 _________________________________________

	 _________________________________________

4	 The writer’s parents opened an Indian factory.

	 _________________________________________

	 _________________________________________

5	 They produced Indian food for schools.

	 _________________________________________

	 _________________________________________

Vocabulary
 a Write the words from the box in the table.

banana     bank     bathroom     bed     cellar     
chemist’s     cola     cupboard     dining room      
fridge     kitchen     lamb     microwave     
newsagent’s     post office     potato     seafood     
station     study     table 

Food	and	
drink

Rooms Furniture/	
equipment

Places	in	a	
town	

banana

 b Complete the sentences with words from 
exercise 8a.

 We prepare food in the kitchen.

1	 Excuse me, which __________ does the train to 
Paris leave from?

2	 We don’t eat a lot of meat, but we eat fish and 
__________ nearly every day.

3	 We’ve got a shower in our __________ .

4	 We haven’t got much time, but we can put a 
potato in the __________ if you’re hungry.

5	 My favourite kind of meat is __________ .

6	 Can you buy a magazine and a newspaper for me 
at the __________ ?

7	 This room is very untidy. Please put your books in 
the __________ .

8	 Can you get some money from the __________ ?
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 Position of adjectives 

	 	Add	an	adjective	to	each	description	in	the	correct	
place.	

	American					comfortable					friendly					German					
old					scruffy						silk						tight	

	1	 a beautiful dress  a beautiful silk dress  

	2	 an Italian painting ___________________ 

	3	 a wool pullover   ___________________ 

	4	 an expensive car   ___________________ 

	5	 a Chinese student   ___________________ 

	6	 a leather sofa   ___________________ 

	7	 a famous statue   ___________________ 

	8	 a white T-shirt   ___________________ 

 Comparison of adjectives and 
superlative adjectives 

	 	Look	at	the	table	and	make	sentences.	Use	
the	comparative	and	superlative	form	of	the	
adjectives.	

Age Height Weight

Joe 33 1.80 m 82 kg

Ian 26 1.85 m 75 kg

Mac 40 1.95 m 80 kg

 Joe/Ian: short 

 Joe is shorter than Ian. 

 Joe/Ian/Mac: old 

 Mac is the oldest. 
	1	 Ian/Mac: heavy 

	  _________________________________ 

	2	 Joe/Mac: old 

	  _________________________________ 

	3	 Joe/Ian/Mac: tall 

	  _________________________________ 

	4	 Joe/Mac: short 

	  _________________________________ 

	5	 Joe/Ian/Mac: young 

	  _________________________________ 

	6	 Joe/Ian: heavy  

	  _________________________________ 

	7	 Joe/Ian/Mac: short  

	  _________________________________ 

	8	 Ian/Mac: young 

	  _________________________________ 

	9	 Joe/Ian: old 

	  _________________________________ 

	10	 Joe/Ian/Mac: heavy 

	 _________________________________

5
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  like / love / hate / prefer  

	 	Find	and		underline		the	mistakes.	Then	correct	them.	

 Denis prefers cycle to playing tennis.  cycling  

	1	 We prefer old films than modern films. __________ 

	2	 Caroline likes go to rock concerts in her free time. 
__________ 

	3	 We hate to eating meat – we always eat fish. 
__________ 

	4	 Matt loves play football on Saturday afternoons. 
__________ 

	5	 I hate to doing grammar exercises! __________ 

	6	 Do you prefer  swim  or sunbathing? __________ 

7

 Vocabulary 
	 	a	 	Underline		the	odd	one	out.	

 foggy       windy        pretty  

	1	 thriller ballet cartoon 

	2	 tight trainers trousers 

	3	 novel pullover poetry 

	4	 first sixteenth slim 

	5	 comedy modern traditional 

	6	 suit hat hot 

	7	 sandals formal smart 

		 b	 Complete	the	sentences	with	the	underlined	
words	from	exercise	8a.	

 Cathy is small, fair and very  pretty . 

	1	 It’s always __________ in the Mediterranean in 
the summer. 

	2	 Alison is very __________ now – she lost a lot of 
weight last year. 

	3	 I don’t like any kind of dancing, so I don’t like 
__________ . 

	4	 Put your __________ on – it’s very cold today. 

	5	 Everyone likes __________ films when they feel 
sad because they laugh and feel better. 

	6	 This skirt is too __________ – can I try a bigger 
size, please? 

	7	 I usually wear __________ when I go to the beach. 
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